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The optical performances of a liquid crystal ~LC! Fabry–Perot ~FP! etalon in various configurations
were simulated by a faster 434 matrix method. Results show that the FP with a 90° twisted nematic
LC is polarization insensitive if the applied voltage exceeds ;3X of the Freedericksz transition
threshold. This method can well depict the transmission spectra of the FP cavity and, therefore, is
useful for optimizing the FP tunable filters for telecommunications. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1542652#
I. INTRODUCTION
Wavelength-tuning devices are commonly used in spec-
troscopy and high-density wavelength-division multiplexing
system. Gratings and prisms are rather bulky even though
they can perform wavelength selection remarkably well. An
electrically tunable liquid crystal ~LC! Fabry–Perot ~FP! fil-
ter is an attractive wavelength-tuning device which allows
for high finesse, low-power consumption, and compactness.
In such a FP structure, LC is used as an active medium and
the wavelength-tuning property is determined by the voltage-
dependent LC phase as well as the alignment geometry.1–3
LC-based FP tunable filters have been experimentally inves-
tigated in different configurations. The optical behavior of
LC FP cavity has not been theoretically analyzed in detail.
The Jones matrix4 and the 434 matrix5–7 methods are
most frequently used to represent the electro-optical proper-
ties of LC devices. However, the Jones matrix method is not
appropriate to represent the FP effect because it neglects the
boundary conditions. On the other hand, the 434 matrix
method does include the boundary condition and, thus, it is a
good method for investigating the FP effect. The 434 matrix
method was introduced by Teitler and Henvis5 and later ap-
plied to liquid crystal devices by Berreman.6 The key to this
method is to find a 434 transfer matrix relating the tangen-
tial components of the electric and magnetic fields at the
entrance of a device to those at the exit. In an inhomoge-
neous optical medium, however, an analytical expression for
the 434 matrix does not exist. In this case, the inhomoge-
neous medium has to be divided into many slices with each
regarded as homogeneous. The thickness of each slice must
satisfy the condition that the thickness multiplied by the
wave vector of the light is much smaller than a unit. A gen-
eral problem of this approach is that the required numerical
calculation time is quite long.
In this article, we derived the 434 matrix starting from
Maxwell’s equations through a different way from
Berreman6 and Wo¨hler.7 In our derivation, the 434 matrix
for each slice was diagonalized, thus the equations became
very concise. We finally transferred the 434 matrix to scat-
tering matrix. With the 434 matrix as well as scattering ma-
trix method, we investigated the optical performance of nem-
atic LC FP cavity in various configurations. The simulation
results are in good agreement with the reported experimental
results. The method is then applied to design the LC FP
filters.
II. FASTER 4ˆ4 MATRIX METHOD
Generally, a monochromatic plane wave consists of
both electric @E(r,t)# and magnetic @H(r,t)# field, which
can be written as E(r,t)5E(r)exp(jvt) and H(r,t)
5H(r)exp(jvt). Therefore, for the medium without free
charge and current, Maxwell’s equations in the Gaussian
units have following forms:
„3E52 jvB, ~1!
„D50, ~2!
„3H5 jvD, ~3!
„B50, ~4!
where
B5m0mH, ~5!
D5e0erE5e0F exx exy exzeyx eyy eyz
ezx ezy ezz
GE, ~6!
m is the magnetic tensor. For liquid crystals, we can assume
m;1. er is the dielectric tensor, and
exx5no
21~ne
22no
2!cos2 u cos2 f , ~7!a!Electronic mail: swu@mail.ucf.edu
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exy5eyx5~ne
22no
2!cos2 u sin f cos f , ~8!
exz5ezx5~ne
22no
2!sin u cos u cos f , ~9!
eyy5no
21~ne
22no
2!cos2 u sin2 f , ~10!
eyz5ezy5~ne
22no
2!sin u cos u sin f , ~11!
ezz5no
21~ne
22no
2!sin2 u ~12!
where no and ne are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive
indices of the LC, respectively. For an arbitrary orthogonal
xyz coordinate system, u is the angle between the LC direc-
tor and the z axis and f is the angle between the projection
of the LC director on the x-y plane and the x axis.
For mathematical simplicity, magnetic field can be nor-
malized by
Hˆ 5h0H5Am0e0 H. ~13!
We will now consider a plane wave incident at oblique angle
on the surface of a LC FP device as shown in Fig. 1. Without
losing the generality, we can always choose an xyz coordi-
nate system to ensure the incident wave vector k lies on the
x-z plane, the x-y plane parallel to the surface of FP and the
direction of the 1z axis normal to the surface of FP cavity.
Thus we have
]
]y 50
~14!]
]x
52 jkx52 jk0 sin u ,
where k05vAm0e052p/(l)Am0e0, l is the wavelength of
incident light in free space.
Substituting Eqs. ~13! and ~14! into Eqs. ~1! and ~3!, we
can finally get the following equation after mathematical
derivation:
]
]z F ExHˆ yEy
2Hˆ x
G52 jk0QF ExHˆ yEy
2Hˆ x
G , ~15!
where
Q53
2
ezx
ezz
sin~u! 12
sin2~u!
ezz
2
ezy
ezz
sin~u! 0
exx2exz
ezx
ezz
2sin~u!
ezz
exz exy2exz
ezy
ezz
0
0 0 0 1
eyx2eyz
ezx
ezz
2
eyz
ezz
sin~u! eyy2eyz
ezy
ezz
2sin2~u! 0
4 . ~16!
When Q is not a function of z, it can be diagonalized as:
Q5TF q1 q2 2q3
2q4
GT21. ~17!
This is available for each layer even in an inhomogeneous
cell if we divide the cell into many layers to ensure that each
layer can be regarded as homogeneous. In this article, we
used the diagonalized 434 matrix to represent the optical
behavior of each layer. This makes the derivation more
straightforward and equations more concise than those devel-
oped by Berreman6 and Wo¨hler7.
For normal incidence, it is much faster to use an ex-
tended Jones matrix method8 than the 434 matrix method if
multiple interferences are neglected. For display cells, the
extended Jones matrix has been used widely. However, inter-
ference effect dominates in the Fabry–Perot cavity and we
have to use the 434 matrix method.
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a LC Fabry-Perot cavity divided into N lay-
ers. The propagation vector k lies in the x-z plane.
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As illustrated in Fig. 1, the entire LC FP system is di-
vided into N layers. The first and last layers are reflective
dielectrics such as silver. The LC layer is divided into N-2
sublayers with each layer characterized by a corresponding
dielectric tensor. From Eq. ~15!, we can obtain the electric
and magnetic field components Ex , Hˆ y , Ey , Hˆ x at exit as
the function of those at entrance
F ExHˆ yEy
2Hˆ x
G
N
5PF ExHˆ yEy
2Hˆ x
G
0
, ~18!
where
P5PNPN21 .. .P1 , ~19!
and
Pn5Tn F ~2 jk0q1Dz ! ~2 jk0q2Dz ! ~2 jk0q3Dz !
~2 jk0q4Dz !
GTn21, ~20!
and n51,2...N . Equation ~20! is the 434 matrix representa-
tion at the oblique incidence for each layer.
In the above derivation, we just considered the waves
propagating towards 1z direction. In fact, there are always
four eigenwaves propagating in the opposite direction in
each layer of the FP cell. The two eigenwaves propagating
towards the 1z direction are transmitted waves, and the re-
maining two propagating towards the 2z direction are re-
flected waves. In the same medium, the amplitudes of re-
flected waves are generally much smaller than those of the
transmitted waves, therefore can be neglected but they can-
not be neglected at the entrance and exit because of the large
reflectivity mirrors. Considering the propagation of both re-
flected and transmitted waves and using the boundary condi-
tion, we get the four eigenwaves at the exit which relate to
the four eigenwaves at the entrance as
F ExN1EyN1ExN2
EyN
2
G
N
5NF Ex01Ey01Ex02
Ey0
2
G
0
, ~21!
where
N5TN11
21 PT0 , ~22!
and
T05F 1 0 1 0erAerz 0 2 erAerz 00 1 0 1
0 Aerz 0 2Aerz
G , ~23!
TN11
21 53
1
2
Aerz
2er
0 0
0 0
1
2
1
2Aerz
1
2 2
Aerz
2er
0 0
0 0
1
2 2
1
2Aerz
4 , ~24!
T0 and TN11 are the eigenmatrices at entrance and exit, re-
spectively. In order to simplify the calculation, we transfer
the 434 matrix to a scattering matrix. Defining
N115Fn11 n12
n21 n22
G , N125Fn13 n14
n23 n24
G ,
N215Fn31 n32
n41 n42
G , N225Fn33 n34
n43 n44
G ,
and E j5@Ey j
Ex j# , Eq. ~21! can be rewritten as
FEN1EN2G5FN11 N12N21 N22G FE0
1
E0
2G . ~25!
After some mathematics, we derive the reflected waves at the
entrance and the transmitted waves at the exit as
FE02EN1G5FS11 S12S21 S22G FE0
1
EN
2G , ~26!
where S125N22
21
, S1152S12N21 , S215N111N12S11 , S22
5N12S12 . For the transmission mode, EN
250 so we can get
EN
15S21E0
1
. ~27!
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We developed a program to simulate the transmission
spectra of the LC FP cavity. A commercial nematic E7 LC
mixture ~from Merck! was used as an example. The material
parameters of E7 are n051.5, ne51.713, the dielectric an-
isotropy De514.3, the splay elastic constant k11511.7
310212 N, twist elastic constant k2259.0310212 N, and
bend elastic constant k33519.5310212 N. Silver with refrac-
tive index n50.21i3.44 was used as reflectors for the FP
cavity. Two LC cells are studied: homogeneous and 90°
twisted-nematic ~TN! cells. In a homogeneous cell, the front
and rear LC directors are parallel to each other and in a
90°-TN cell the rear LC director is twisted 90° from the
front.9 The electric field is applied in the longitudinal direc-
tion. Our simulation results agree very well with those ob-
tained from Jones matrix and Berreman’s 434 matrix meth-
ods, except for a faster calculation time.
A. Homogeneous LC cell
Figure 2 shows the simulated transmission spectra of the
unpolarized and linearly polarized input beams through a
homogeneous LC FP cell at various voltages. The spectral
range considered is from l51.45 to 1.65 mm for telecommu-
nication applications. Figure 2~a! shows the results for the
unpolarized light. There are always two modes propagating
in the FP cavity at various voltages. The vertical pulse trains
represent the ordinary optical mode with no which is inde-
pendent of the applied voltage. The other pulse train whose
transmission shifts toward the shorter wavelength side as the
applied voltage increases is attributed to the extraordinary
optical mode with ne . As the voltage increases, the ne of the
LC decreases rather quickly in the beginning and then gradu-
ally saturates. As a result, the corresponding wavelength rap-
idly shifts to a shorter wavelength as the voltage increases.
Beyond 3 – 4 V rms , the wavelength shift gradually saturates.
It takes a relatively large voltage swing to change the peak
transmission wavelength. These simulation results are in
good agreement with those reported previously.1
Figures 2~b! and 2~c! show the results for the extraordi-
nary and ordinary rays, respectively. Here, the ordinary ray
~o mode! refers to that the incident linear polarization is per-
pendicular to the LC director and the extraordinary ray ~e
mode! is parallel. The transmission of the circularly polar-
ized light is the same as that of the unpolarized light, as
shown in Fig. 2~a!. A circularly polarized light can also be
decomposed into two orthogonal linear polarizations, thus,
the results are superposition of Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. In either
case, the LC FP in the homogeneous cell is polarization sen-
sitive.
B. 90°-TN cell
Figures 3~a!–3~c! depict the voltage-dependent transmit-
tance of the 90° twist nematic LC in the FP cavity for the
unpolarized and linearly ~e and o ray! polarized incident
light, respectively. Results are quite intriguing. The Freeder-
icksz threshold voltage10 is defined as:
Vth5pAK111~K3322K22!/4e0De . ~28!
For an E-7 TN cell, Vth is ;0.96 V rms . However, in a TN
cell, another optical threshold11 exists where the polarization
rotation effect is disrupted. For E-7, the optical threshold is
Vop;2.0 V rms ~or Vop;2 Vth). Below Vth , the FP transmit-
tance depends on the input polarization. For a linearly polar-
ized light, there is only one mode ~either ordinary or extraor-
dinary! propagating in the cavity. While for an unpolarized
or a circularly polarized beam, both o and e mode exist in the
FP cavity. In this regime, the Mauguin condition for the po-
larization rotation effect holds so that the two modes are
decoupled.
FIG. 2. Voltage-dependent transmittance of a homogeneous cell in a Fabry–
Perot cavity: ~a! unpolarized light; ~b! e ray, and ~c! o ray; d525 mm and
the LC of E7 was used.
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In the Vth,V,Vop regime, the LC directors start to tilt
while retaining the uniform twist. Such molecular tilt de-
creases the effective birefringence of the LC layer and rap-
idly shifts the e mode toward the short wavelength side, as
observed in Fig. 3~b!. On the other hand, such molecular tilt
does not affect the o-mode propagation.12 Figure 3~c! shows
that the o mode is affected only when V.Vop regime. That is
to say, the e mode responds to the Freedericksz transition
threshold whereas the o mode follows the optical threshold.
In the 2,V,3 V rms ~or 2,V/Vth,3), the twist in the
LC bulk is broken so that the Mauguin condition is no longer
satisfied. Mode mixing occurs so that the eigenmodes in the
cavity are no longer linearly polarized along or perpendicular
to the LC directors. Under such a circumstance, the TN LC
cell has elliptical polarization state. The elliptical polariza-
tion can be decomposed into two orthogonal linear polariza-
tions such as the e and o mode, corresponding to the two
separated peaks, as shown in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!.
In the V.3 V rms ~or V/Vth.3) regime, the e and o
mode merge together as shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. This indi-
cates such a voltage-biased 90°-TN cell is independent of
polarization. In a 90°-TN cell, the two boundary layers are
orthogonal. At V.3 Vth , the bulk LC directors are reori-
ented perpendicular to the substrates by the electric field. The
phase retardation of the two boundary layers compensates
each other. If the incoming linearly polarized light is an e ray
to the front surface, it will behave like an o ray to the rear
surface, and vice versa. As a result, the LC cell is indepen-
dent of polarization. This quantitative result was observed by
Patel in his experimental studies.3 Our 434 matrix analyses
confirm this important experimental observation. Therefore,
the TN cell has isotropic, yet tunable refractive index in the
V.3 Vth regime. New applications of using 90°-TN cell for
polarization-independent phase modulators could be real-
ized.
As the applied voltage exceeds 3 Vth , the LC directors
continue to tilt leading to a decreased refractive index. To
evaluate the available residual phase, we use our modified
434 matrix method to calculate the wavelength shift in the
3 – 20 V rms region. Through this wavelength shift, the change
of refractive index can be extracted.
Figure 4 shows the mode propagation for an unpolarized
light in a 90° twisted nematic LC FP cell. Thirteen transmis-
sion peaks appear within the 1.45–1.65 mm wavelength
range at V50, which relate to different o and e modes, re-
spectively. The mth mode can be obtained from the following
equation:
2nd5ml . ~29!
In Eq. ~29!, n is the refractive index, d is the cell gap, l is the
wavelength, and m is the order of the mode propagating in
FIG. 3. Voltage-dependent transmittance of a 90°-TN cell in a Fabry–Perot
cavity: ~a! unpolarized light; ~b! e ray, and ~c! o ray; d525 mm and the LC
of E7 was used.
FIG. 4. Mode propagation of a Fabry–Perot tunable filter using 90°-TN cell:
d525 mm and the LC of E7 was used. The incident light is unpolarized. At
V50, o and e modes are separated. The peaks of the 45–50th modes are at
1.67, 1.63, 1.59, 1.565, 1.53, and 1.5 mm for o ray, and at 1.90, 1.86, 1.82,
1.78, 1.74, and 1.71 mm for e ray, respectively. At V.3 V rms , the TN cell is
independent of polarization and the same modes of o and e ray merge into
one.
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the FP cavity. In our simulation, we used a d525 mm E7
Fabry–Perot cell. Using Eq. ~2!, we can easily get the 45th–
50th mode within the 1.45–1.65 mm wavelength range as
labeled in Fig. 4. Here we used the 48th transmission mode
as an example to illustrate the voltage-dependent optical
characteristics of the 90°-TN FP tunable filter. Below Freed-
ericksz transition threshold, the peaks of the 48th ordinary
and extraordinary modes are separated, at ;1.57 and ;1.78
mm, respectively. The two peaks begin to merge into one
when the applied voltages exceed ;3 V rms . This indicates
that the effective birefringence of the TN cell is zero in this
regime.
In Fig. 4, the remaining effective refractive index of the
TN cell is calculated to be about 0.02 ~or 10% of the LC
birefringence! when the applied voltage is increased from 3
to 20 V rms . To obtain a larger refractive index change, high
birefringence liquid crystals are more favorable.13
Figures 2 and 3 show that the LC twisted angle makes a
large effect on the transmission characteristics of a FP etalon.
In the V.3 Vth regime, the FP with 90° twisted nematic LC
cell is polarization insensitive at normal incidence. Actually,
other parameters including cell gap, refractive index and
thickness of the reflector, and the incident direction can also
affect the transmission characteristics. A thinner cell gap
compresses the number of transmission modes and widens
the wavelength tunable range and the linewidth of each
mode. The reflectivity, refractive index, and thickness of the
reflector in the FP cavity also affect the wavelength tunable
range, linewidth, and peak of transmission. Choosing a set of
suitable parameters is essential for optimizing the perfor-
mance of the FP cavity. These can be done with the program
based on the 434 matrix methods.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The transmission performances of LC FP cavity in vari-
ous configurations were investigated with the faster 434 ma-
trix method. The simulation results with this method are in
good agreement with the previously published experimental
results. At normal incidence, the Fabry–Perot tunable filter
based on the 90° twisted nematic LC is polarization insensi-
tive when V.3 Vth . The modified 434 matrix method we
present here can depict the transmission performance of the
FP cavity and, therefore, can be used for optimizing the FP
tunable filters for telecom applications.
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